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Abstract. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is the basis for autonomous navigation of
underwater vehicles, and main solution to SLAM is based on extended Kalman filter (EKF). In order to
obtain a more precise trajectory and map result, this paper describes a SLAM approach, which combines
SLAM theory with other sensors update to locate and map for robot, namely not only adopts sonar
information to update trajectory and map, but employs EKF to update heading and velocity to gain the
optimal estimate of position and attitude of the robot. Finally experimental results indicate that this SLAM
algorithm can improve the accuracy of localization and mapping, and significantly reduce the deviation of
robot’s localization.
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1. Introduction
Autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) represents the future development direction of underwater
vehicle technology. Navigation [1] problem is still the one of the major technical challenges of AUV, it can be
divided into non-autonomous navigation based on external signals and autonomous navigation [2] based on
their own carried devices.
The most common navigation method of autonomous navigation is dead reckoning, via the integral of
velocity by time to obtain the AUV position, it will produce a great position error in the low-speed and long
sailing conditions; while in inertial navigation system (INS), via the integral of acceleration double times to
get the robot's position, it cannot meet the accuracy demand of practical work owing to the drift of inertial
navigation system.
Localization is the fundamental problem of the mobile robot’s navigation, which refers to a process of
estimating robot’s pose by detecting the internal state of robot and perceiving the external surrounding
environment. The robot can correct its position continually to achieve precise positioning under the direction
of a priori map. However in unknown environment, the robot perceives the environment only through its
carried sensors, such as sonar to acquire the relevant information, and then extract useful features to construct
the environmental map and locate it. In this case, localization and mapping [3] is integrated and interrelated,
that is simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) can be described as: an autonomous mobile robot
leaves from an unknown location in an unknown environment, and gradually builds an environment map and
calculates its location by this map.
This paper is organized as follows: in the second part, we review the basic methods of SLAM problem,
and introduce Kalman filter theory; the third part describes implementation flow of the SLAM with multisensor update; the fourth mainly introduces experimental platform and equipped sensors of AUV system, and
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compares trajectory results of SLAM algorithms. The last two parts are conclusion of this paper and
acknowledgement.

2. SLAM Theory
2.1 Solutions to the SLAM problem
SLAM is the research focus in the field of mobile robot navigation, and is the real key to autonomous
mobile robots.
One of the main difficulties of the SLAM problem is to overcome the strong coupling between mapping
and localization estimation. Without a reliable environmental map, the robot can not accurately determine its
location; similarly, without a precise position, it’s also difficult to create an environmental map exactly.
Currently, popular methods of SLAM are: (1) SLAM based on EKF [4], it can be summarized as a process of
estimate and correction iteration, divided into prediction, observation and update phases, employs movement
and observation model to predict the robot's next location and environmental characteristics which may be
observed, then calculates error between the actual observation and estimated observation, through Kalman
filter parameters and covariance of integrated system to correct the previous estimated robot position, and
augments new observations into the environmental features map. Mobile robot corrects the estimates in
motion process continually, eliminates the accumulated error to get location information as accurately as
possible, and ensure the successful completion of navigation. (2) SLAM based on probability, although it is
less popular than EKF based SLAM, but very natural and reasonable to describe robot’s location uncertainty
in terms of probability. The greatest similarity estimation α − β algorithm is a very effective method,
mapping and localization of the robot can be considered as the maximum similarity estimation of a robot
location and environmental characteristics. Compared with EKF based SLAM, it bypasses accuracy
dependence of observation association with map features, improves the convergence of the algorithm.
However, the processed data of this approach is so much that the computing speed and storage requirements
of the computer are very high, restricting application to the large-scale environment. (3) SLAM based on
particle filter [5], the idea of this algorithm is to adopt a filter to estimate the robot's possible location
(probability of location), and each filter corresponds with a position, through the observation to transfer the
each filter’s weight, so that the probability of most likely location gets high. But an important premise of
SLAM based on particle filter is that the observed environmental characteristics only rely on the current
location of the robot.

2.2 Kalman filter
Kalman filter [6] is the most optimal regression data processing algorithm, an optimal solution to most of
the problems, widely used in robot navigation, sensor data fusion and missile tracking. It is a state-space
information fusion algorithm, applied in linear state transitions and state observation, where the corresponding
noise error is Gaussian distribution. Performance cycle of EKF is two-step basically, prediction and update.
By recursion to obtain the minimum mean square error of the state estimation.
However, in most practical systems, system and observation equations are almost nonlinear. For nonlinear
systems, common Kalman filter can not meet the system’s demand, in order to solve the nonlinear estimation
problems, proposing an Extend Kalman filter (EKF) method. EKF is the Kalman filter applied to the nonlinear
systems.

3. Implementation of SLAM
The AUV system’s state equations are generally nonlinear in actual environment, therefore EKF theory is
adopted. To make the robot have a better localization and mapping [7] in unknown environment, we introduce
heading and velocity update in simply based on sonar update SLAM [8]. Robot's state variables include five
components, the first two are position of x, y direction, third is robot's heading, and the last two are velocity of
x, y direction. Implementation flow of SLAM with multi-sensor is as follows:

Figure 1.

Implementation flow of SLAM

3.1 Robot’s state initialization
The system adopts heading and velocity update, so they are considered as state variables, while the
angular velocity and acceleration are viewed as controlled variables.
Robot’s initial state and covariance matrix [9] are represented as:
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Where X ( 0) = X v (0 ) = [0 5*1 ] , X v represents the robot’s pose, x, y, vx and v y are the position and velocity of
x, y direction respectively, and θ is heading.

3.2 Prediction based on EKF theory
Collect heading and velocity data from sensors to predict the next state of robot, which is called dead
reckoning.
State and covariance matrix prediction are:
X v ( k + 1) = f ( X ( k ), U( k ))

(3)
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In which U (k ) = [wn ax ay ] represents controlled variables, corresponding noise matrix is Q. wn , ax and a y
are the robot's angular velocity and acceleration of x, y direction, T denotes the prediction interval, G and H
are Jacobian matrices of partial derivative of the non-linear model function with respect to the state Xv and the
controlled variables U(k).

3.3 Velocity sensors’ observation and update
Update heading and velocity data according to EKF theory.
Observation measurement and matrix are:
Z d = ⎡⎣θ
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Where θ denotes heading collected from the compass,

and

(7)
are the velocity provided by the DVL.

According to EKF theory, we get innovation, innovation matrix and Kalman gain:
Vd = Z d − H d X

(8)

S d = H d P − H dT + Rd

(9)

Wd = P − H dT Sd −1

(10)

X + = X − + WdVd

(11)

And updated state and covariance matrix are:
P + = P − − Wd S dW

Where

T

(12)
represents measurement noise of the observation, supposed to be white Gaussian distribution.

Rd

3.4 Data association
The core of SLAM is localization and mapping, localization data are provided by speed sensors, while
features in mapping can only rely on the sonar. As robot navigates in the sea, apart from individual's bank, the
rest obstacles are scattered points, hence point features can be employed to represent the environmental map.
Process the collected sonar data to extract the returned obstacles’ information as environmental features for
SALM algorithm. To boost SLAM efficiency, point features are sparse, and the main idea of sparseness is to
lessen the number of features grounded on the actual environmental features distribution in each scan period,
remaining fewer features to improve the performance of SLAM.
Observation and predicted observation are shown as:
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Where ( xi , yi ) represents the existed features in map. Observation and innovation matrix are:
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,
, Δx = xi − xv ， Δy = yi − yv , and Rs denotes sonar observation noise, supposed to be
In which
white Gaussian distribution.
H1 =

Sonar observations employ individual compatible(IC) principle [10] to associate with the features existed in map,
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such as the nearest neighbor (NN) data association. Calculating Mahalanobis distance Dij = Vs S s Vs between the point
features [11], where Vs and Ss denote the observations innovation and corresponding covariance. If the Mahalanobis
distance is smaller than threshold value, considering that the observations associated with features in map, then update
the map and trajectory, or else augment the map.
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(1) Update: update the robot's state and map by the associated point features.
The corresponding formulas are as follows:
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(2) Augment: transform the point features outside the threshold into global coordinate, and then expand
those into the map directly.
State variables and covariance matrix are:
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Where represents the sonar observations which are not associated with the existed features in map,
corresponding covariance is R.
Transform the observations into global coordinate:
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Where ∇f x arg is Jacobian matrix of partial derivative of the model function with respect to the state Xv.

4. Experimental Platform and Result Analysis
4.1 Experimental platform
The experimental platform is shown in Figure 1 which is designed to detect the marine environment ‘SeaRanger’ (C-Ranger) AUV, with two electronic modules, five underwater propulsions, two SeaKing DST dualfrequency digital mechanical scanning sonar (the large one is used to build the environmental map, while the
small is for obstacle avoidance), and camera, NavQuest600 Micro Doppler Velocity Log (DVL), highperformance GPS receiver, digital compass HMR3000, gyro VG951, vertical gyro XW-VG7300 and depth
sensor.

Figure 2.

Platform of C-Ranger AUV

4.2 Experimental results
This paper’s data set comes from an about 35m wide 60m long lake experiment. All sensors are turned on,
and sonar scanning limit and distance are set to be 120°and 50m, therefore it can scan the bank of lake.
(1) Trajectory and map of SLAM algorithm are shown as Figure 3 and 4. The only difference between
two Figures is that the above one just employs sonar data to update the map and trajectory, while the other one
also employs heading and velocity information to update the vehicle’s state while updating with sonar.

Figure 3.

Trajectory of SLAM (only sonar update)

Figure 4.

Trajectory of SLAM (all sensors update)

In Figures, the red dot indicates the robot's GPS trajectory, as a benchmark for comparing the result of
SLAM algorithm, black cross represents dead reckoning trajectory which becomes divergence over the time,
while blue star is SLAM trajectory that significantly improves divergent phenomena of the dead reckoning,
but reverses in later time, makes the last section of trajectory imprecise in Figure 3, but SLAM trajectory in
Figure 4 not only improves dead reckoning result, but converges to GPS trajectory ultimately. Red circle
represents the landmarks which are predefined by GPS. Map is shown by blue dot around the trajectory which
is the post processed landmark points, from which bank information can be seen clearly, and distribution
matches the real environment.
SLAM trajectory result mainly depends on the selection of various parameters of the algorithm, including
angular velocity uncertainty, heading uncertainty, uncertainty of the two speeds, acceleration uncertainty,
range and azimuth uncertainty of sonar, and the associated threshold. Trajectory is the combined result of
various factors. According to actual sensor precision and environmental characteristic to select parameters,
when a sensor with low precision and wider margin of variation then its data uncertainty can be allowed to
increase, otherwise decrease. Associated threshold selection is according to the distribution of environmental
features, if the features are sparse and far away from each other, threshold can be set slightly bigger. Sonar
uncertainty selection takes the error generated by robot’s motion into account, which is larger than the actual
precision of sonar.
(2) Comparison of trajectories is shown in Fig 5 and 6.

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Comparison of two trajectories

Deviation of two trajectories in distance

In Figure 5, the red represents GPS trajectory as a benchmark, and the other two are SLAM trajectories,
the green one is only with sonar update SLAM, while the blue is with multi-sensor update. Figure 6 shows the
deviation of two SLAM trajectories in distance, in which the green indicates the deviation of SLAM only with
sonar update, while the blue represents SLAM with multi-sensor update, and distance deviation is relative to
the baseline GPS trajectory.
From the above trajectory and deviation comparison, it can be clearly seen that SLAM with multi-sensor
update is superior to only with sonar update SLAM in localization and mapping, and landmarks’ distribution
is in conformity with the practical environment.

5. Conclusion
This paper mainly introduces the implementation of SLAM with multi-sensor update, validates this
algorithm with experimental data collected from the actual underwater environment. It can be concluded that
SLAM with multi-sensor update has a better localization and mapping result than SLAM only with sonar
update from trajectory and distance deviation comparison.
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